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1 INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of short duration test facilities for the study of 
hypersonic aerodynamics has made great demands on the instrument designer. 
This is particularly true in the field of pressure measurement. ?;ork at the 
R ..%.E. IS concerned with the calibration of the 6 m. and 2 m. shook tubes, 
the measurement of pressures on models in the shook tunnel and the measure- 
ment of blast pressures. The anticipated characteristics (as seen in 1959) 
required of pressure transducers for these purposes are set out in Table 1. 
Only a perfect transducer would satisfy all these requirements. It was 
consxlered that effort should be concentrated on the low pressure range 
0.5-50 mm Fig (0.01-1.0 p.s.1.) and 0x1 the fast response wide-bandwidth aspect 
of the requirements, since L successful gauge mthisrange might well be 
adapted to measure the higher pressures. 

In order to assess and calibrate any potentially suitable gauge it was 
decided to design and build a small laboratory shock tube in which transducers 
could be SubJected to rectangular pressure pulses of known ainplltude and to 
use this to assess the performance of ccsmercially available transducers, and 
as an aid to the development of possLble new designs of transducers. 

This note describes the oalibratmg shock tube and the results of tests 
made on some commercial transducers and on transducers being developed at 
R.A.E. 

2 DESIGN OF A SHOCK TURF FOR CALIBRATING PFJ3SSURE TRkMSDUCERs 

At the outset it appeared that the most difficult problem would be to 
measure the very low pressures on models rn the expanded flow of the R.A.E. 
6 in. shock tunnel and. static pressure variations 111 the test section of the 
2 in. laboratory shock tube. These applications would necessitate physically 
small gauges with response times of a few micro-seconds and resolutions of 
the order of 0.5 enn Hg pressure (one one hundredth of one p.s.1.) or better. 
iioreover the mounted transducer would have to withstand appreciable mechanical 
vibration. If transducers could be found to satisfy these requirements, they 
or similar types could probably be used in the remaining applications. 

Potentially suitable transducers would need to be proven and calibrated 
prior to use and a simple laboratory shock tube seemed to offer a suitable 
means of providing rectangular pulses of pressure for this purpose. It would 
appear, perhaps, anomalous to use a shock tube to calibrate gauges intended 
to be used for making measurements in, mci assessing the performance of a 
shock tube. However by operating the calibratulg shock tube over a very 
restricted range of conditions, where the shock tube performance can be 
confidently predicted this mathod can be justified. 

2.1 use of idea1 gas relatLons 

In a shock tube the shock Xach number, 161, the pressure ahead of the 
moving shook (initial channel pressure) p,, and the pressure of the gas 

behind the shook, p2, are related by the equation 

zzz 2y i,L2 _ y-l PI y+l I Y+’ (1) 

assuming 'Ideal' gas conditions. This aswnption may be Justified if y 
remains sensibly constant, and this is the case if the temperature of the 
gas behind the shock does not rise unduly. 
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For weak shocks, 1.e. up to IGach r, 1n air, the temperature ratro across 
the shook does not exceed 4. Hence if the gas 111 tne channel ahead of the 
shock 1s at room temperature,the temperature of the gas behti the shock-~111 
not exceed 1200% at which temperatwe y for a~ has changed only from 1.4 
to 1.39. 

-. 
Thus for an a~ to arr shock tube operated m the Nach 1 to 4 range 

the relation grven 1n equation (1) may be used. If 11, and p, are measu?xd 
when the tube is operated, p2 may be calculated.. If a transducer is located 

m the channel wall of such a shock tube It will be lnltlally at _oresswe p,. 
When the shock arrxves the pressure will hump instantaneously to the value p2. 

2.2 Vacuum requxt-ements and tube dunenslons 

Shock bIach number 1s determmed by the ratlo of the driver pressure to 
the lnitlal channel pressure p,+/p,. If we choose the driver pressure as 

atmospheric pressure (760 mm Hg) and plot i;,, versus p,, we get the curve 

reproduced m Flg.1. The curves and values used In this section are based 
on charts and tables for a~ to air (y = 1.4) ideal gas shock tube perform- 
ance published by Lukaslewloz'. 

Thus we find the range of mltlal channel pressures necessary to 
produce shocks up to Mach 4, and, m particular, the Lwest channel pressure 
whxh 1s approxunately 4 x IO-* mm Hg. Thx can be readily obtained with a 
small rotary vacuLml pump. 

From Flg.1 and equation (1) ye are able to ex?yess p2 dulectly m terms 
of p, (Fig.2) for an alr to air shock tube with atmospherlo driver. 

A transducer under test and mounted VI the side wall of the channel 
of the shock tube vvlll be mrrtlally at p, and the 'step' m pressure It ~~11 

'see' on arrival of the shock ~111 be p2 - p,. The value of p2 - p, 1s 
plotted UI Flg.2 and It may be seen that the value of the pressure stes 
reaches a maxmum at approxvnately 150 rmn Hg (3 p.s.".) and no advantage 
will be galned from running the tube w~i;h mltl;rl &Anne1 pressures above 
100 mm Hg. The lower end of the test pressure range 1s L:;c?ated by the llmlt 
imposed on Mach number and 1s approXilmately p2 - p, = 1 mm Hg (0.02 p.s.i.). 

Hence the test range 1s approximately 1 mm Iig to 150 mm Hg pressure 
(0.02 p.s.=. to 3 p.s.1.). 

Somewhat larger pressure steps could be obtained If the need arose, by 
using the pressure behrnd the shock after It 1s reflected from the end wall 
of the test section. If the transducer under test 1s mounted u the end 
wall, It ~111 measure a step m pressure equal to p 

53 
- p,. Values of p 

li 
and p2 

R 
- p1 are also plotted 3.n Pq.2. The reflected shock pressure 'step' 

peaks m the same way as p2 - p, but at approxlmatcly 460 mm Hg (9 p.s.1.). 

Thus tests m the range 150 mm Hg to 460 mm i& (3 p.s.=. to 9 p.s.&) might 
be made by mounting the transducer m the elu3. wall of the test section. It 
would not be advxable to make use of the pressure step across the reflected 
shock at a statlon m the side wall of the test se&Ion since the reflected 
shock ~111 be advancing into the boundary layer developed behlnd the prunary 
shock wave, and may produce at the wall a fluctuatmg pressure. The pressure 
history behind the reflected shock 1s currently the SubJSC'c of further 
mnvestlgatlon2. 
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There remains the question of the duration of the pressure step at 
the test position. This is determined by the arrival there of the contact 
surface, when pressure fluctuations occur, or by the return to the test 
position of the shock after reflection from the end wall of the test 
section or by interference from the reflected head of the rarefactlon wave 
from the end of the driver section of the tube. With an atmospheric air 
driver the last can be readily avoided by making the driver section 
sufficiently long. The duration determined by the return of the reflected 
shock sill depend upon the distance of the test station from the end of the 
test section. The duration determined by the arrival of the contact surface 
will depend upon the length of the channel from the primary diaphragm to 
the test station. In both cases the duration will be a function of shock 
Mach number 

The velocity of the contact surface lJ2, given by: 

U2 2 
-=- l- 1 

“s v+l i I 3 

(2) 

where Ug is the velocity of the shock relative to the tube, has been plotted 

in Fig.1 and the resulting duration of the test pulse at stations 6, 9, 12 
and 15 ft from the primary diaphragm is plotted as a function of Mach number 
III Flg.3. It appears that a minimum testing time of 500 )rsecs can be obtained 
with a channel length of 12 ft. This will coincide with the lower limit of 
teat pressure i.e. p2 - pl approximately 1 mm Hg (0.02 p.s.1.). Available 

testing time increases rapidly with increasing test pressure (decreasing 
shock Mach number). 

The velocity of the reflected shock IJg is given by: 

u 

I I 
R = 1 

us 

-3-2. 
2 

5 

(3) 

Putting Us = al Ml where al is the speed of sound in region 1 (1117 ft/sec) 

acd using (2) above, we find 

%l = 372 (Ml + 2 . 

From values of U9 and Ug we find the time taken for the primary shock to 

travel to the end of the test section and be reflected back to the test 
station, and, thus the testing time as determined by the arrival of the 
reflected shock. This is plotted for test stations at various distances 
from the end of the test section in Fig.4. Clearly a station 9 in. from 
the end of the test section will yield testing times In excess of 500 usecs 
at allpressure levels. 
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We now have a guide to the chan$l length,pos,itlon-of test stations 
and the range of initial channel p2‘kssures required for an:&+ to air 
Aalibrating shock tube, driven by atmospheric pkess&e; that-will provlae 
test pressure pulses of from 1 mm Hg to 46C mm Hg (O.GZ‘&s.i. to 9 p.s.i;) 
and of a minimum duration' of 500 micro-secotis. 

3 / THE 3 IN. x 1; IN. &ILBR&TIItG SHOCK TUBE 

The general .Wrtige&it of the 3 ~1. x 1s in. calibrating shcok tube 
is shown m Fqs.5'and 6. The tube is made from approxtitely 20 ft of 
3 in. x 13 in. brass waveguide, split into three sections, each of whioh is 
provided with integral flanges for coupling the se+ions together. 

The driver seotion is 4 ft long and can be sealed at its free end to 
permit operation of the tube wAt,h drz.ver pressures up to 80 p.8.i. or with 
a driver gas other than aLT should the need arise. It carries the knife 
used for mechanical rupturing of the diaphrappl, -The, whole section slides in 
Its cradles to permit removal of the diaphragm block. 

The diaphragm block houses a light diaphragm of 0.0005 +-I. thick 
Melinex, br'bf"%ellophane and is held m'pdslt'ion, betwe& the driver section 
and tb,e manifold., by spigots and four quick release bolts. 

: i : i ThelmanifoLd carrxs oonnections to the vacuum pump, to-the channel 
pr+s.~~~~di&, and Pirani gauges and to an exhaust valve; an& is bolted 
in turn t9 the 12 f;t long channel se&ion. 

The final test sectlo; is 3” ft 6”in. in length&x% oor&i& aocurately 
spaced bosses to accommdate shook detectors and gauges fbr test and 
calibration. There are ten bosses ~TI the sxle walls of the test seotlon and 
one in the end face. Eight of these will accommcdate 0.5 'in.'d&eter plugs 
and are intended prunarlly to house shock detectors. The remaining three, 
at Stations 2, 9 and 11 will accommorlate 1.0 m. dumeter plugs and are 
intended primarily for mountug gauges under test. For the maJority of 
applications the gauge to be assessed is mounted at Station 2 and the speed 
measured between Stations 1 and 3, (see para 3.1). Smul.taneous comparuon 
of two gauges may be made by mount- a second gauge at Station 9, duectly 
oppqslte to Station,& 

All the flange Junctions, manifold ,Junctlon,' diaphragm block an& the 
test station8 are provided with '0' seals to ensure vacuum sealing, and the 
channel ad test section can be evacuated to about 10 p crons Hg in roughly 
two minutes. The diaphragm can be replaced in less than one minute so that 
a high frequency of operation 1s.@vailable. 

3.1 Lieasurement of shock velooitx 

To-measure the shockvelwi!ty 111 the 'ca&ibrating'shijc~&be t&a Shoiik 
is detectad by plat~,~,thin,-film temperatureCgauges, $mounted~in*dhe-side]: 
wall of the te,st st-+tz0+ Tar weak,+hocks and low initial densisies the 
mstantaneous. temper+,tie Else of-such a gauge on.arrival of thenshook wavs, 
1s very small. Appro~imate.,values ~f',this~temperature step 6% may:be 
obtained frow the -relaC'on:' 

6TF + T2 - T1 - 
pi3 $ cP 

I+ 
p2 K2 Gp2 
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where T, and T, are the gas temperatures anead of and behuxl the shock 

respectively; 4, I$ and c are the density, thermal conductlvlty end speclflc 
p2 

heat of the yas behind the shock; and pg, Kg and. c are the sane properties 
P, 

of the gauge substrate. 

Since the ustantaneous temperature Z‘LSC of the gauge 1.8 very small we 
may assume the room temperature values of p, -- - 
(soda glass) which give ><Q; cp 

c :nd I; I’or the gauge substrate 

p2 PI 
p2=--X~X1.23x10 -3 

PI 
gum/cc (denrlty ratlo across the shock tlr;ies 

mltml density), C2 = 2.4 x IO -' cal/g~,,/~C and 1C2 (f (T2)) = 2 x 5.77 x 10-5. 
0 

For the range of operation we are considering the square root term 111 the 
denominator of (6) 1s large compared with 1, and equation (5) may be wrltten. 

For a g~.ven shock Liach number, li,, p, may be obtamed from Fig. 1; T2 

P.2 K 
K2 

and - 
T2 p2 

PI 
from tables of 7 and - versus li, (Ref.1) and 2 from tables of F 

1 PI 0 0 

versui T (R&.3). 

6TF versus Pi, 1s the upper CLPJP plotted m FIG. 7. Tt appez~‘s that the 

t,hin fLl.m gnuge mast detect temperature steps of the order of 0.1%. 

. The gauge, of resistance Ro, 1s energised by a constant current IO. 

On arrlvnl of the shook the y”Lge resistance wA1 znorease fractionally and 
the resulting increase m voltage across the gauge ~111 be 

6V = IO R. II 6% 

where a 1s the temperature coeffxzent of resxstance of the thin film, and 
has been found to vary with film thukness. For the gzuges commonly used 
as shock detectors a ~1 0.0007; IO 1s 20 INL and X0 1s 6O-8OR. Thus the lower 

linlt of 6V is approximately 

%IN 
= 20x10-3 x 60 x 7 x 10 -4 x 0.1 = a4 polte . 

The signal from the gauge 1s fed to a fast rxe time, low-noise pre- 
amplifier with a gain of 100 and. thence to a trigger anpllfler and gatlng 
cu-cuit which produces a single posltlve pulse. 
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Two channels are used ,Jlth two cauges a lncwn dxstance apart ~II the 
wall of the test sectron and the outputs are made to start and stop a lillcrc- 
second counter chronometer. FIence u 1 and i;! , my be calculated. 

Sulce the shock wave suffers some attentuatux UI the channel of the 
callbratlng shock tube It LS necessary to ae 3 lcwfer mrtxal channel pressure 
p, to achieve a giver, Mach number, than the simple theory predicts. If 

experxzntal values of p1 are substituted. IXI equation (6) the lower curve 

plotted UI Flg,7 results, The values of HF are, of course, lower than those 
predIcted usmng the thecretlcal value of p, and are sn fair agreement with 

the experimental values ti 8$ obtained from records of the output 6V of 

the gauge reduced to 6% usxng equation (7). 

Typxal recorfis of the output of 3 t!nn film g.uge after pre- 
smpllfxatlon of 100 tLr,?ies are show mFxg.8. The gain frequency 
characterlstx of the pre-ampltiler 1s not luear and the droop IS due, at 
least 23 part, to the amplti:ler. 

Considerable dtifxulty was experxnced at first from spwxous 
trlggerlng of the timer caused prmupally by local nigh powered radar 
ux3tallatlons. A three stage pre-ampllfler iras used xlth a negatively blased 
gauge current supply to yield the posltlve goug output requred by the 
trigger smpllfler. For'wnately the airborne mterference appeared as negative 
gong pulses at the Input of the pre-amplzffler. Ey usmg a psblvely brased 
gauge current supply and reducmg the pre-ampllfler to two stages the mter- 
ference pulses are ali?pllfled v+xthout please change and appear at the output 
of the pre-ampllfler as negative goulg peeks. These cannot operate the gate 
unlt~ Othe: random nozse sources still cause occasional spurlow trlggerlng, 
but are mfrequent events and not a serious sowoe of annoyance. 

Eean shock vel_onlty can be measured; It ILS estimated with an accuracy 
to better than I$ so that estvnatlon of p2 should not be m error by more 

than 2$ from this source, suce p2 IS proportional to IvIT (equation (1)). 

The estimated ,i?lue of p2 IS also alrect1y proportional to p,. P, =s 
measurefi by means 22 d I~BSIUTPI &al ga:hu;;e or IYranl gauge depending upon the 
range of pressures to oe usei. It 1s doubtful If p, can be measured with an 

accuracy better than Y/5 with these uxtruments and for some purposes, It 
mrght be profitable io attempt more accurate deterrnlnatlon of p.,. 

In operation, the requwed pressure step p2 - p, 1s chosen and the 
channel a& test se&xx of the callbratmg shock ttibe 1s evacuated to the 
corrccpondlnq experlmntal value of p,. Ihe siicck speed neasurlng equxpment 
1s reset and the c?x~phragm ruptured. p2 1s caiculated from the measured 

values of p, an6 L,. 

3.2 Tes-c euulpent _--_--_ __ 

High frequency ampllflers an& Tektrcnu cscllloscopes are wallable 
for axpllfymg and resrdm, v the output of the gauge(s) under test. The 
ampllfsers have the follows specification:- 
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Gam: Svrltched, 1 to IO 111 u&y st?ps, accuracy 1-3;; at 1 KC/SW. 

output: 6BR impedance. i;zixlmunl linear output voltage +I volt. 

Input: Switched Input impedances of Ilin, IOtiR, IOOIJfl and 500MR 
Open cucut pos;tlon 1s not less than 20001KL 

Noise : iilth 5001&l and IOCpf mput noxe at output does not exceed ImV 
at ,yan x 1. 

Response : Rise-time (IO,> to 90,;) not greater than 0.4 psec. 
Overshoot not more than I$. 
171th ulput oapacltor of 0.001 fl and at 5OOM'J Impedance tile droop 
does not exceed $0 m 3 m sets. 

The oscrlloscopes may be triggered from the upstream shock detector 
trqger channel. Polarold cameras enable an Irm.ledu.te record of the test 
gauge output to be obtamed. 

4 TESTS OF PRESSURE TFGNSDUCEFG 

Three commercial and two development transducers have been calibrated 
UI the 3 in. x 14 m. tube. The two transducers developed &it R.A.E. and an 
experunental 'freely' mounted crystal gauge (section 4.5) are shown m F1g.9.. 
No attempt has been made to make exhaustive assessment of these gauges: the 
tests at different pressure levels merely provide a compar>son of the 
performance of the gauges m one typxal appllcatlon 1.e. in measuring the 
static pressure u? a shock tube. Consxderable care has been taken to ensure 
that the value of the applied p~esswe steps has been accurately determined 
withu the llmltatlons described m the prev~.ous section of this note. In 
other applxatlons or m a slrnllar spplxatlon xn another shook tube the 
effects of mechanical vlbratlon m&t be less or greater than here. bioreover, 
with nunor exceptions drscrlbed later, no attempt has been made to isolate 
the gauges from the effects of mechanx~l vlbratlon. 

4.1 Gaup(e 'X' 

This crystal gauge orx~mally designed for measurements on dleqel 
engines consists of two semi-cyllnar1cal quzrtz crystals with a steel 
electrode between them, colltalnea lrl 3 staul1ess steel sleeve. i+essure 1s 
appha to one end vra a cmposxte d~~pl.rag~~~ and steel anwl. The presswe 
sensltrve end of the outer case 1s provxled with a 14 mm thread for mountlllg 
and the makers recommend the use of a copper washer under the shoulder of 
the gauge bcdy as a pressure seal. The natural frequency 1s 48 KC/SW and 
the sensltlvlty 0.08 $b per mm Fr& :ilth a short cable and mmx.mum 
capacltxve loadxng It 1s thus possible to obCaln a sensltlvxty, before 
ampllfuxtlon, greater than ImV per mm Hg pressure. 

The gauge tested was mounted m a brass plug at StatIon 2 of the shock 
tube test section and connected by a short cable to an H.F. amplrfxr and 
thence to a Tektronu: oscilloscope. Values of p, were chosen and the tube 
operated to yield pressure steps of approxvnately 
60 mm Hg. 

1.2, 5, IO, 20, 40 and 
The gauge and mounting plug was then removed to Station 11 and 

subJected to pressure steps of approxuately 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 mm Hg. 
The true values of p2 - p, and p2 

R 
- p, were then caloulated, the recorded 

amplrtude measured and a curve of transducer sensitlvlty plotted. The records 
are reproduced ~II Flg.10 and the plot of sensitlvlty 111 F~g.11. 
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Clearly vlth So much modula.tlon of tile gz.uge output slgnnl It 1s 
dtiflcult to measure the mean arnpl~tude i,lth any great accuracy, espewally 
as the modulation 1s complex. An osciilotmn at n>proxlm%tely 40 kc/set 
arulng from excltatlcn of the gauge a'~ lis natural fre+ency 1s clearly 
seen, but this 1s superunposed on a slower more ragged amplitude varlatlon 
of about 5 Ec/sec frequency. Tins latter dlsturbsnce 1s bellwed to arlse 
from the gauge's acceleration sensltlvlty to a 'hoop' osclllatlon of the 
shock tube chanr.el uutlated by tne passage of the shock %ave. In addltron 
t!le gauge ml11 'feel' and probably respond to some transverse acceleration 
due to longitudv,al disturbances 1n the 7~11 of the tube generated v.hen the 
tube diaphragm 1s ru$ured.. 'I~xs drstlrbance ~111 be able to travel a!lead 
of the shock wave, movmg at the speed of sound in the tube walls, and give 
rise to the pre-shock s~~~aral that arrears in the records. 

The record of F‘lg.12~~~ obtnuled with the f-ce of the Gauge 'X' mount 
covered by a brass wsc to prevent the gauge from sensing the shock wave 
pressure step. To keep the surface of the 'blanked off" mount flush with 
the lnslde surface of the shock tube wall, the mount had to be withdrawn 
slightly and a packing washer Inserted under the choulder of the mount. 
In all other respects the test conditions were a repeat of those pertaI.nJlmg 
to the run reproduced m F'1g,lOF. The signal of Flg.12 1s due wholly to the 
response of the gauge to vlbratron and z&,lle tile simal component due to 
vlbratlon ZL.S apparently reduced m~~l~tude when the gauge diaphragm 1s 
loaded by the shock pressure step, clearly the slgnal due solely to vlbratzon 
oolncldes with the low frequency modulation of the trace XI Flg.lOF. 

Whillst the lmearlty of Gauge 'X' 1s acceptable vlthin the llmltatuns 
of these tests and of the analyy3ls of the records, the usefulness of the 
gauge at these lw pressures, and x appllcatlons inhere rt +s subJected to 
shock loading and mechanical vlbratlon, 1s undoubtedly mpalred by Its 
vlbratlon sensltlvlt;i. 

4.2 Gaur?e‘ 'Y' 

Gauge 'Y' Intended for shot!: t&e appllcatlons, 1s a smaller quartz 
crystal gauge nav1r.g two selul-cylmdr~csl crystals, with a central electrode 
between them, contamed m 3 thm metal TIeeve. The outer case and sunple 
integral dlaphrap 1s macnmed from the solid, <and a cylrndrlcal anvil 
transnuts pressure from the dla@,:?sagi to the crystal. A lip on the top of 
the crystal sleeve cor,strams tne arril and crystal, and an external 
snoulder at the b&tar. end of ihe sleeTre enables the crystal to be pre- 
stressed when the gauge 1s assembled. !he outer case I.S provided wth a 
shoulder for mountug and pressure sealug ~s,obtalned by means of an '0' 
seal under this shculder, 

For various models natural frequencies are quoted between 250 s.rYi 
500 Kc/set, although from records of the self osclllatlon of gauges 
regularly used m shock tube appllcatlons the ;rue V&E would appear to 
be somewhat lower, 1.e. 120-130 Kc/set. The sensltlvlty 1s 0.01 fib/mm Yg 
and hence it 1s possible to obtain a sensitivity, before ampllficatlon of 
about 0.2 mV per mm iig pressure. 

The test conflgwatlon and procedure was sunllar to that descrlbed for 
the Gauge 'X' tests , except that some sz~g~al gun hati to be obtained from 
the H.F. ampllfler at the lower test pressures. 'The series of test records 
and the resulting callbratlon of the gauge are reprducea in Flgs.13 and 11 
respectively. 

Once agaIn the signal has both h~gi; and lov frequency modulation 
components due to gauge self osclllatun and vlbratlon oensltlvlty, but 
these are much smaller in amplitude than III the case of Gauge 'X'. Uoreover, 
the higher natural frequency once excited, attenuates much more quickly. 
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The lower sensitlw ty llin;ts the use of the gauge at low pressures 
partxularly m appllcatlons where lnng connecting cables are unavou%ble. 
Unfortunately the self oso~llatlon of thr_ gauge prevents full advzntaE;e being 
taken of 1t.s very fast rlsc-tmc charc:cterlstlc, The cnl ibra'zori llnearlty 
is comparable with that o? Caxge 'X1. 

4.3 Gauffe ‘2’ 



pressure behind this weak shock after reflection, follcwed bjj a rarefaotron 
wave when the reflected shock fegsux the open end of the inlet pipe. ThlS 
effect has been noted xn tests m TAch the Inlet p?lpe was extended. Frg.15 
shnvs the records cbtaued :&en the u&t Flpe length was 1 m., 2 m, and 
6 ~1. respectively. AS the pipe length LS mcreesed the mltul steps 3.n 
pressure as Seen by the dlapkragm are romded off, due, probably to vlsccus 
effects 1.n the inlet pipe. In the fzrst pxtul-e the rarefactlon 1s seen 
after 150 psecs, m the second after 50 0 psecs and X.II tne thrrc‘l picture the 
return of the rarefactlon xave ras made to co;lmrde with the dxtxbance 
from the reflected shxk u? the mnln stock tube and 1s therefore not seen. 

4.b The cav1t.y crystal gauge 

The cavity crystal gauge evolved r"rom scme early experiments Rlth a 
'freeljy' supported crystal. In these experiments a lead Lwccnate crystal 
disc was supported between nellotape dlapl?.ra@ns m a wtal wafer XI the 
manner shcwn in Fqp9. It +as hoped that the soft suspenslcn would prevent 
mechanical vlbrat-Lons from being transmitted to the crystal and that the 
relative absence of mass lcaituxg on the crystal would result 111 an output 
reflect- only the pressure applied to the crystal faces. By virtue of 
Its design this gauge had to prozect Into the flew when shock tube mounted, 
but by keeping tfle wafer thin and chamfering zrie edges 1'6 was expected that 
the gas flow would ncc be badly dxstwoed and that tha gauge would 'see' 
smethmg very close to 'c%e shock tube static pressure. Pressure records 
obtalned with this gauge (Fig.16) riere ver:+ er,courag,mg, Xeglxylble pre- 
shock nclse was recorded; rise-tune of the recorded trace corresponded to 
the shock transit tune acrcss the crystal dumeter (I+ to 5 psecs), and the 
pressure plateau was encouraglnyly fiat, especially at the lower test 
pressures. No atterlpt was made to develop tne gnu@ ~1 this form because 
of Its llmlted usefulness, proJectm[: as It did mto the &as flew, but It 
was decided to engmeer the gauge in a form more sutable for wuntmg ln 
wmd tunnel models. This led to the cavity crystal gauge sluxn 111 Flg.9. 
Fktammg the p-mcqles of the 'freely' suspended crystal the assembly 1s 
housed m a cavity that 1s an utegral part of the gauge. The sensltxve 
element 1s a lead z.11‘ccn~w~ tltaxte ceramx 4.232 j mm u2 dlarreter and 
0.5 mm thxck and the overall sue of the gaui;e ~cludmg the threaded 
mountmng stud. 1s 0.25 m. dmmeter by 0.625 m, long. 

Tests of this gauge s~mllar to the serux. prevxusly described, were 
made, the gauge bclng mounted xn a by&s pluo rilth an '0' seal under the 
shoulder xn the same wxuxr as Gauge 'Y', The pressure records obtained 
and the resultuxg cal]bratlon curve 21‘~ reproduced m >‘1,r~s~17 and 11 
respectively. 

The effect of the cavity 1s to delay tne rise of pressure as seen by 
the crystal, and the consequent cavity 'flllmg' tune 1s unacceptably long 
at very low pressures (belon 5 mm Hg pressure). Once again an 'organ pipe' 
resonance is excxted and. the amplitude of tne recorded dIsturbaxe Increases 
with the applied pressure. Thx rescnance can be suppressed at the expense 
of gauge rise-tune by restrlctmg the cpenmg of the cavrty. Examples of 
this are shcwn m Txg.16. If the optimum restrlctlon, correspcndlng to the 
pressure to be measwed, 1.a chosen as in reccrdD of F"lg.18 the resulting 
rue-tune ~111 not be badly increased and while the response tune of the 
'damped' cavzty gauge wll vary wzth the amplitude of the lnltully +plled 
pressure step, there 1s scme evidence that once the cavity 1s filled to 
this pressure subsequent small pressure varlatlons - woke a sccnewhat faster 
response. 

The gauge as tested +l'ch a caoacltlve attenuator has a sensltlvlty of 
0.6 mVolts per mm Hg pressure. The correspcndlng scnsltlvxty with only 12 U-L 
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of cable connectug the gauge to Its aqu;ll,lti~r, as 1n the previous tests 
described, 1s ap~roximatelg. 2 InVolts yer mm Hy p,ressure. The callbratlon 
lrnearlty 1s goccl. 

4.5 The 'top hat' crystal gauge 

The pruxlple exammed 1n this second development gauge 1s a sunple 
one ; namely that most of the problems of vlbratlon sensltlvlty enCOUIte~d 

with sensztlve pressure gauges should be avorded li' the sensltlve element 
could be mounted in such a way that 1 t has perfectly rlgld restraint in the 
dlrectlon of applied pressure, a m~nuwm of restramt xn other dlrectlons, 
and no mass loading. 

A ple7.o-electrlc crystal dlSC zul?lxorted on a perfectly flat r$g~d metal 
block and exposed to pressure only on its front surface would have only one 
type of dxturbance remammg. Phat 1s reflections of stress waves in the 
crystal from the xcoustlcally mxmatcned Interface between the crystal and 
Its support and from the back face of t:re support block. It 1s possible to 
make the perxd of these reflections very short by usmg a sutably thm 
crystal and suffxrently thin support, remernberlng that the support must be 
'rqld'. The resultxng crystal/support resonance may then be filtered out 
wIthout a ser~.ous compromxe of gauge rue-tune. 

The top hat crystal gauge (?1g.9) rnvolved a series of ccmpromxes. 
X thux p~ezo crystaldxsc was lnld 111 a cyluGrxcc1 clearance hole m a 
brass block so that its upper swfac e was flush .vlth the surface of the 
block. It was !xld u place by a :lellotape dlaphra@n placedover t!le surface. 
The back of the brass block behmd the cqstal was mxchlned out until the 
thickness of brass behind the crystalwa; red7ucccd to approxuztely 0.05 m. 

The pe~xxl for reflections wltllln the crystal 1s appvoxunately 0.6 psec 
and m the brass support 1.5 psecs. The crystal support 1s not perfectly 
rlgld nor 1s the crystal entwely free of lateral Ixstraznt by vwtue of the 
Sellotape dlaphra~~, but the resulting ,gauge perforn,ed quite sell UI the 
series of tests shown mFqs.19 and 11. 

Two constructional features that ~$111 strongly influence the behaviour 
of a gauge of this type may be noted. F'rstly, the clearance between the 
s&z of the crystal and Its support block should be as small ds possxble to 
m~nwuse the effect of the dIstortIon oi‘ the unsupportedannulus of dxqhragm. 
Secondly the face of the support block beneath the crystal must be perfectly 
flat to prevent bcndlng of the cqstal, iihlch ltseli 1.9 flat to a go&i 
standard of accuracy. 

5 FKUJRE DEVELOP1ZNT 

5.1 The calzbratlng shock tube 

The present shock 'cube arrangement gives rise to corxuderable shook 
attenuation particularly at higher liach numbers and. lower lnitlal densltzes 
resultxng 111 an unsteady pressure bchuxl the shock. In view of the very 
long testing time available (FIg.3) over most of the requlrecl range it 1s 
proposed to shorten the channel. 

Through a large number of runs jvvlth the present tube occasxonal rogue 
runs have led to doubts about the uSluence of the bursting of the tube 
dxiphragm on the resulting flow. It 1s not yet cleat how this can best be 
mvestlgated, but as a frrst stage iL /1 might be revealmg to compare the 
measured shock velocity and pressure step obtained for a particular lnltlal 
p, with various diaphragm materials and methods of ruptwuq them. 
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Efforts to measure p,, with greater accursed- should be made. As a 
first step the test section 1s beug wdifled to allow p, to be messwed 
there by means of mercury or 011 manometers. 

In order to obtain tne low pressure steps required it 1s necessary to 
produce shocks approachxxg liach !+- Some advantage could be ootamed xn terns 
of steady flow If p 4’ could be reducea appreciably below atnospheruz pressure. 
This would utrcduce a dlaphrem problem, bu t 1s worthy of lnvc3tlgatlon. 

5.2 Development of gauzes - 

Skllotape has been .&cl7 used as a dxqhragm aaterlal xn the develop- 
ment of crystal gauges described in this note, It tends to be fragile for 
ilse m some applxatlons and burns rezdlly at hq,,h temperatures. I&oh of 
1ts advantage as a .soft' dxzq~hragrn oozes frorr. the cushlonlng effect of the 
adhesive with whhlch 11 is backed, Othe? materlcls for, or other fi?ethcds of 
lrghtly restralnlng the crystal ~111 be sought. 

Other approaches to tile design of acceleration lnsensltlve non-ringmng 
gauges not reported here have been made. 
by Edwards5 has shcwn promising results. 

Of these the bar gauge desorlbed 
In thrs gauge a crystzl 1s 

mounted on a bar of metal chosen to have the ss~?e cross seotlon and acoustic 

lmpedznce as the crystal, %uartz and lead, and lead zlrconaie and zinc are 
examples of this, Thus the crystal and bar become acoustIcally homogeneous 
and a compressIon rave ,viLl propagate through the crystal and bar wIthout 
reflection at the crystal/bar wterf8c.e. Sucn a gauge does not rmng at the 
crystal resonance but gxves an output proportional to pressure &crl such 
time as a disturbance returns from the far, fixed end of tne bar. Soft 
suspensxon of the bar prevents envuonmental vlbratlon from reaohlng the 
gauge. To record pressure events of appreclaole dwatlon necessitates the 
use of an impossibly long bar, However, there 1s alir~ys some dlsslpatlon 
cf the stress wave In the bar end tests l-five shovn that thrs can be 
encouraged by choosmg a suitable material (ad xamtammg acoustw 
matchmg by means of a cnaqq of cross sectional area); lxttle or no 
reflected signal appearing WI the gauge output. It r,s.y oe ?osslble to 
duslpate the energy m the first double traverse of the stress wave so that 
the bar remains compressed and does not oscillate. The crystal, ~whxh 1s 
orlginaily set Into ~O~LCXI, will of cowsc, be browht to rest, and so 
suffers a deceleration, If t!il:, deceleration can be kept suffxlently small 
the resulting lncreas~ny slfjlal from the crystal may be very neariy constant, 
Le. the cmponent due to deceleration may be very small compared xlth the 
slyaldue to the applied :~esswe. I"urtk,er mnvestlgztlon of a dlsslpatlve 
bar gauge 1s proposed. 
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FIG.4 TE§TONG TIME VERSUS SHOCK MACH NBPMBER AT VARIOUS TEST 

STATIONS AS DETERMINED BY ARRIVAL OF REFLECTED SfiOCK. 
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FIC.7. TEMPERATlJRE RISE OF THIN FILM 
GAUGE AT THE WALL OF THE SHOCK TUBE. 





M, = 2.63 M, = 3.29 

Records show sudden temperature 
change on arrival of incident and 
reflected shocks 

Signal has been amplified 100 
times 

Vertical sensitivity 10 mV/cm 
Sweep Speed 200 @/cm 

FIG 8 OUTPUT OF WALL TEMPERATURE SHOCK DETECTORS AT STATION 1 
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6.4i mm Hg 
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FIG 10 RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘X’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





E 40.8 mms Hg 

F 66.1 mm Hg 

G 77.5mHg 

H 110 mm Hg 

E 200 @c/cm !50 mQ/cm 

F 200 @x/cm 50 mQ/cm 

G 200 pSec/cm 100 mQ/cm 

H 200 pSec/cm 100 mQ/cm 

FIG.10 cont’d. RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘X’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





FIG.10 cont’d RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘X’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 

J 147 ml Hg 

K 202 mm Hg 

L 266 mm ~g 

M 308 mm Hg 

J 200 psec/cm 100 mv/cm 

K 200 p&c/cm 100 mV/cm 

L 200 p3ec/cm loo mv/om 

M 200 @x/cm 200 mv/cm 





+ OUTPUT OF DIFE 

X OUTPUT OF CAVITY GAUGE WITH CAPACITIVE All-ENU 

Q OUTPUT OF TOP HAT GAUGE X3. 

D OUTPUT OF GAUGE ‘f. X 30. 

Q OUTPUT OF GAUGE ‘x: X 5 

0 cuca 

FIG. Ii. CAL I BRAT 1;; OF TES;- GAUGES. 
‘3wmwnTs OUTPUT. 





2cm &%cs/cm 50 mvolts/cm 
p2 - P1 = 60mm 

FIG.12. RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘X’ IN WALL OF SHOCK TUBE 
TO VIBRATION - GAUGE DIAPHRAGM BLANKED OFF 





A 1.43 mm Hg 

B 7.40 mm Hg 

C 12.9 mm ug 

D 21.0 mm Hg 

Amp 
SWWP Ga1ll Ore Sens 

A 200 @/cm 10 5 mv/cm 

B 200 @/cm 4 5 mV/cm 

C 200 @/cm 4 5 mV/cm 

D 200 @/cm 2 5 mV/cm 

FIG.13. RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘Y’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





E 40.0 mm Hg 

F 58.4-m Hg 

G 75.6 mm Hg 

H 97.2 mm Hg 

Amp 
SVWp Gain Ox Sens 

E 200 pS/cm 1 5 mV/cm 

F 200 ps/cm 3 20 mv/cm 

G 200 pS/cm 1 10 mv/om 

H 200 pS/om 1 IO mv/cm 

FIG 13 cont’d RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘Y’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 
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Amp 
Sweep Cam Ore Sens 

200 &us/an I 20 mv/cm 

xx) @/cm 1 20 mv/cm 

200 @/cm 1 20 mv/om 

200 @/cm I 50 mv/cm 

FIG.13 cont’d. RESPONSE OF GAUGE ‘Y’ TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





B 4.7 InmHg 

C 10.75 mm Hg 

D 19.2 mm Hg 

B 200 ps/cm 50 mv/cm 

C 200 &cm 50 mv/cm 

D 200 @/cm 50 mV/cm 

FIG.14. RESPONSE OF DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITY GAUGE ‘Z’ 
TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





FIG.1 4 cont’d RESPONSE OF DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITY GAUGE ‘Z’ 
TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 

E 37.8 mm Hg 
F 59.0 mm Hg 

G 82.5 mm Hg 

H 116 mHg 

E 200 &cm loo mv/cm 

F 200 &cm 200 mv/cm 

G 200 pS/om 200 mv/cm 

H 200 pS/cm 200 mv/cm 





J 200 ps/cm ym mv/cm 

K 200 ps/cm 500 mv/cm 

L 200 ps/cm !xxl mv/cm 

rd ml ps/cm loo0 mv/cm 

FIG.14 cont’d. RESPONSE OF DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITY GAUGE ‘Z’ 
TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





Ms 1.99 
P step - 65 nm Hg 
200 @/cm 

Pressure Inlet Pipe I inch 

Ms 1.88 
P step - 65 w Hg 
2ccl ps/cm 

Pressure Inlet Pipe 2 inches 

Ms 1.94 
P step - 65 m Hg 
200 @/ml 

Pressure Inlet Pipe 6 inches 

FIG.15 GAUGE ‘Z’ - EFFECT OF VARYING LENGTH OF 
PRESSURE INLET PIPE 





B A 

B 

C 

D 

9.9 mm Hg 

20.3 m ~g 

38.3 nm Hg 

85.0 mm ~g 

200 pS/cm 5 mv/cm 

200 ps/cm 10 mv/cm 

200 pS/cm 20 mv/cm 

xx) ps/cm 4.0 mv/cm 

FIG 16 RESPONSE OF ‘FREELY’ MOUNTED CRYSTAL TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





A 1.2 mm ng 

B 5.6 mu Hg 

c 10.0 mm Hg 

D 19.7mmHg 

A 200 @/cm 0.5 mv/cm 

B 200 ps/cm 5 mv/cm 

C 200 ps/cm 5 mv/cm 

D 200 ps/cm 10 mv/cm 

FIG.17. RESPONSE OF CAVITY GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





E 38.5 m Hg 

F 55.6 rQa Hg 

G 80.0 mm Hg 

H 112.5 mm Hg 

E 200 +/cm 20 mv/cm 

F 200 pS/cm 20 mv/cm 

G 200 ps/cm 25 mv,cm 

H 200 ps/cm 50 mv/cln 

FIG 17 cont’d. RESPONSE OF CAVITY GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





J 153 mm Hg 

K 207 ma Hg 

L UC5 ml Hg 

M 326 mm KS 

J 200 ps/cm 50 nor/cm 

K 200 @/cm 100 mv/cm 

L 200 ps/cm loo mv/cm 

M 200 ps/om 100 mv/cm 

FIG.17 cont’d RESPONSE OF CAVITY GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





A B 
A-D 200 pSeos/om 

FIG.18 RESPONSE OF CAVITY GAUGE WITH BAFFLE 
TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





A 1.17 mm Hg 

B 5.41 mm Hg 

C 10.0 mm Hg 

D 18.9 mm fig 

A 203 pS/cm 

B 200 @/cm 

C 200 pS/cm 

D 2ccl pcs/cm 

5 mv/cm 

5 mv/cm 

10 mv/cm 

20 mv/cm 

FIG 19. RESPONSE OF TOP HAT GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





FIG 19cont’d RESPONSE OF TOP HAT GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 





J 150 mm & 

K 204m Hg 

L WmHg 

M 318 mm Hg 

J 200 pS/cm 200 mv/cm 

K 200 @/cm 200 mV/om 

L 200 &cm 200 mV/cm 

M 200 @/cm 200 mV/cm 

FIG.19 cont’d RESPONSE OF TOP HAT GAUGE TO A STEP OF PRESSURE 
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